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ABSTRACT 

There has been a significant increase in the use of the internet over the past 20 years. As of 

June 2019, it was estimated that the number of internet users worldwide was over 4.4 billion, 

corresponding to about 57% of the world’s population. The increase in the use and 

dependability of the internet has left in its trail a wide variety of vulnerabilities to defend 

against. One of the key security concepts that helps to guide cybersecurity policies is 

availability. In a computer network, a denial of service prevents users from having access to 

resources or services over the network. Denial of service (DoS) attacks are attacks purposely 

to disrupt availability of a network infrastructure. In past years, a DoS attack required a lot of 

skill and knowledge in networking for an attack to be launched. However, in recent years, 

DoS attack tools have been developed by various individuals and groups of people and are 

readily available on the internet for free or for a little amount of money. Such tools can be 

used by even the least skilled or knowledgeable attacker. This research therefore sought to 

develop a defence mechanism against these easy-to-use tools. Attack traffic was captured 

from some DoS tools and compared with benign traffic. Based on the differences between the 

attack traffic and benign traffic captured, a signature-based detection algorithm based on 

support vector machine (SVM) classifier was proposed. The algorithm was tested using the 

Snort IDS tool and the results were compared with some existing DoS defence schemes. 

Tests results from the algorithm showed the proposed defence mechanism had a high 

detection accuracy, low false positive rate and fast detection time. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1INTRODUCTION 

1.1 OVERVIEW OF COMPUTER NETWORKING 

Computer networks play an essential role in the modern world. Networks are very crucial for 

increased productivity and offer several advantages, one of which is the ability to share 

information and computing resources. A computer network is a connection between two or 

more computers for exchange of information and sharing of resources between users. 

Computer Networking began with development of ARPANET in the early 1970s (Sunshine, 

1989). Before that, there existed terminals for remote job entries connected to a mainframe. 

Networking in which individual computers were viewed as equal peers to for resource 

sharing only began with the ARPANET design. The aim of a computer network is to ensure 

local resources of any computer in the network are made available to authorised users 

remotely without a significant degradation in performance of the host computer. Data, 

information, software and hardware resources can be shared over a network. Networks help 

to eliminate the distance limitation between users sharing these resources. Networks have 

also introduced the ability to access a large store of information accumulated over many years 

through the internet (Das & Chaudhuri, 2017). The internet is a global system of 

interconnected networks. The internet has drastically changed communication in modern 

civilisation (Bijalwan, Wazid, Pilli, & Joshi, 2015) (Kolahi, Treseangrat, & Sarrafpour, 

Analysis of UDP DDoS flood cyber attack and defense mechanisms on Web Server with 

Linux Ubuntu 13, 2015). Several social media services have become available to connect 

with known as well as preciously unknown people. File sharing, video conferencing, e-

commerce services among others have increased productivity (Hannula, 2011).  

There has been a significant increase in the use of the internet over the past 20 years. As of 

June 2019, it was estimated that the number of internet users worldwide was over 4.4 billion, 
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corresponding to about 57% of the world’s population (Miniwatts Marketing Group, 2019). 

The increase in the use and dependability of the internet has left in its trail a wide variety of 

vulnerabilities to defend against (Kolahi, Alghalbi, Alotaibi, Ahmed, & Lad, 2014). One of 

the key security concepts that helps to guide cybersecurity policies is availability (Dua & Du, 

2016). Data availability is the guarantee of reliable and constant access to data by authorised 

people. It is important for every business or organisation to ensure computer resources are 

readily accessible to authorised users over the network or internet at all times. When the 

computer network or internet is inaccessible, information availability is affected and 

significantly impacts users’ productivity. 

1.2 BACKGROUND 

Computer networks are an important part of communication in the modern world. The ability 

to share files, information and computer resources over a network conveniently and across 

large distances have made it a vital component for businesses as well as individual users. 

With the convenience of networks comes certain challenges that must be addressed to ensure 

security is maintained. Availability is one of the major components of a secure system. 

Denial of service is a disruption in the provision of a service to users. In a computer network, 

a denial of service prevents users from having access to resources or services over the 

network. Some causes of denial of service are genuine problems, for example, an unplanned 

ability to handle numerous requests (Purwanto, Kuspriyanto, Hendrawan, & Rahardjo, 2015). 

This is known as a flash crowd. This normally occurs when there is a much-anticipated new 

feature available and many end users try to access it around the same time to have a first-

hand experience of the feature. This, though a legitimate attempt by users, could cripple 

servers if unplanned for. Other causes of denial of service are malicious attempts by attackers 

to cripple a network or service.  
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Denial of service (DoS) attacks are attacks purposely to disrupt availability of a network 

infrastructure (Grance, Kent, & Kim, 2004) (Holl, 2015). Distributed denial of service 

(DDoS) attacks are coordinated DoS attacks launched from different locations at the same 

time with the same target (Amazon Web Services, 2016). DoS attacks are perpetrated by a 

user using a single machine connected to one network sending bogus traffic to a victim 

machine to try to overwhelm it and cause a disruption of services offered by the victim 

machine or a total shutdown of the victim machine (Merouane, 2017). In 2018, a 1.3Tbps 

(Newman, Lily Hay, 2018) attack and another 1.7Tbps (Morales, Carlos, 2018) attack were 

reported within days of each other. DDoS attacks could be engineered by one or more 

attackers, harnessing the power of numerous compromised devices connected online, known 

as zombies or collectively known as a botnet, in a bid to overwhelm a victim machine with 

bogus traffic. DoS attacks could last for even months, making them a menace to provision of 

online services. Though most DoS attacks are not perpetrated for financial gain, some 

attackers request a ransom to end the attack. DoS and DDoS attacks are mostly carried out to 

disrupt service, but not to gain information, unlike other security attacks. There are number of 

reasons for an attacker to perform such an attack. A typical one is for revenge on the victim 

for a perceived injustice done to the attacker by the victim. Some people also perform these 

attacks as a challenge to showcase their abilities (Rajkumar & Jitendra, 2013). For whichever 

reason the attack is performed, the effect of the attack, if successful, causes a lot of havoc. 

In past years, a DoS attack required a lot of skill and knowledge in networking for an attack 

to be launched. However, in recent years, DoS attack tools have been developed by various 

individuals and groups of people and are readily available on the internet for free or for a 

little amount of money (Imperva Inc., 2019). Such tools can be used by even the least skilled 

or knowledgeable attacker. Any newbie can launch a high-level DoS or even DDoS attack 

with little to zero knowledge about networks and attack scripts. These tools have made it easy 
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for attackers to launch DoS attacks and has resulted in an increase in the number of DoS 

attacks in recent years. 

1.3 RESEARCH PROBLEM 

Various efforts have been made to defend against Denial of Service attacks. These efforts, 

varying in approach, have been met with varying degrees of success. Successful DoS attacks 

can be expensive to the victim with losses capable of reaching $100,000 per hour (Matthews, 

Tim, 2014). The reputation of organisations, especially those offering e-commerce services 

can be damaged. The development and ready availability of DoS tools has made it easy for 

even the most unskilled person to launch a disruptive DoS attack. This has resulted in an 

increase in the number of DoS attacks. Attacks using these tools are still successful, even 

with the development of DoS defence mechanisms. This is because there are no defence 

mechanisms designed purposely to defend against attacks from these attack tools. Knowledge 

of traffic patterns of current DoS attack tools is also not available. There is therefore the need 

to analyse the current DoS tools in use and develop methods to neutralise their effects. 

1.4 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

This research seeks to develop a DoS detection scheme to detect attacks from unsophisticated 

DoS tools. The study therefore seeks to achieve the following specific objectives: 

1. capture and analyze traffic generated from current dos attack tools and determine the 

differences between traffic packet contents of benign traffic and attack traffic using 

data mining. 

2. propose a dos detection scheme based on the disparities between benign traffic 

packets and attack traffic packets. 

3. test the proposed detection scheme and compare results with existing detection 

schemes. 
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1.5 RESEARCH JUSTIFICATION 

Distributed denial of service attack is a common yet effective way of disrupting the service of 

a network-based system. With availability of service being a major selling point of any 

network-based system, network outage is not desirable for any system of this sort. Every 

network-based system requires an active and reliable connection to the network and without 

this, the purpose for network-based systems is defeated. Development of unsophisticated DoS 

tools and the ease of access of these tools by even unskilled users has given rise to the 

number of DoS attacks being launched. Developing a defence mechanism to detect these 

attacks will reduce the number of successful DoS attacks from these tools. This will in effect 

reduce costs to victims as a result of these DoS attacks as well as ensure availability of 

network resources. 

1.6 THESIS ORGANIZATION 

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Literature review and related works are 

presented in Chapter 2 and the algorithm design is presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents 

the results from testing the algorithm and comparisons with existing models proposed in 

literature. Conclusions, recommendations and future directions are presented in Chapter 5.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

2LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

A denial of service (DoS) attack is a computer network attack in which an attacker seeks to 

overload a system with data over the network to prevent legitimate requests for service to be 

processed. DoS attacks are launched to cripple the target system for as long as possible. DoS 

attacks involve just one attacker, but are capable of causing enough damage if not detected 

early. Distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks launched from multiple sources 

simultaneously for a larger attack size. DDoS attacks can essentially be viewed as multiple 

DoS attacks from different sources targeting the same victim at the same time. This means 

being able to defend these individual DoS attacks successfully will aid in defending the 

DDoS attack. Therefore, this study the focuses on DoS attacks. 

2.1.1 DoS Attack Categories 

DoS attacks involve an attacker bombarding a victim with large volumes of traffic in a bid to 

overwhelm the victim. There are several categorisations of DoS attacks. For this study, they 

are classified in two categories: application layer and network/transport layer attacks. 

Network/transport layer attacks : Attacks at the network/transport layer are launched 

using the network/transport layer protocols. These attacks target the network itself, aiming to 

consume the bandwidth of the victim. Examples of these attacks are listed below. 

TCP flooding: TCP flooding attacks involve the attacker sending large volumes of traffic 

using TCP. A variation of the TCP flooding is the syn flooding in which the attacker attempts 

to exploit the nature of TCP connections. The victim is flooded syn packets without 

completing the three-way handshake or closing the connections without sending any data. 

(Wang, Zhang, & Shin, 2002) (Acharya & Tiwari, 2016) 
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UDP flooding: UDP flooding attacks involve the attacker sending a large stream of UDP 

traffic to the victim to clog up the victim’s network. (Criscuolo, 2000) (Acharya & Tiwari, 

2016) 

ICMP flooding: ICMP flooding attacks involve an attacker attempting to take down the 

victim machine by sending an unnecessarily large amount of ICMP echo requests or pings. 

(Acharya & Tiwari, 2016) 

Ping of Death: In a ping of death attack, the attacker sends oversized or malformed packets 

with the ping command. These packets are fragmented before being sent and the victim ends 

up with oversized packets when reassembling. (Elleithy, Blagovic, Cheng, & Sideleau, 2006) 

Application layer attacks : Application layer attacks aim to interrupt the operation of a 

specific service or application on a server to prevent other users from accessing the 

application or service. Some of these attacks are listed below. 

DNS Amplification: DNS amplification attacks rely on a vulnerability inherent in domain 

name system (DNS) servers in which a small query is replied with a much larger payload. An 

attacker sends queries to public DNS servers using the victim’s IP address as the source and 

the server responds with the large payload to the victim. (Anagnostopoulos, Kambourakis, 

Kopanos, Louloudakis, & Gritzalis, 2013) 

HTTP fragmentation attack: HTTP fragmentation attacks involve the attacker establishing a 

connection with a victim server and sending traffic as slowly as possible and in fragments to 

ensure the server maintains longer sessions with the attacker as it waits to receive traffic from 

the attacker. (Zargar, Joshi, & Tipper, 2013) 
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2.2 DOS ATTACK TOOLS 

DoS attack tools, also known as attack scripts or DoS standalone attack tools, are software 

written to enable easy launch of DoS attacks (Imperva, n.d.). Though not all attack tools are 

written for malicious purposes, such tools end up being used for attacks. Most of these tools 

are used for vandalism or personal rivalries, however, they have been successfully used to 

cause some significant damage to some online services. These tools have made it easy for 

inexperienced and unskilled people to launch DoS attacks successfully. 

2.2.1 Attack Tools Selected 

LOIC v1.0.8: Low Orbit Ion Cannon is a DoS attack tool written in C# (KITPLOIT, 2014). 

Praetox Technologies developed it initially, and later released it to the public. The tool is one 

of the most popular DoS tools available and is hosted on many open source platforms, an 

example is SourceForge (SOURCEFORGE, 2014). The tool can be used for both TCP and 

UDP flooding attacks as well as HTTP flooding attacks. SourceForge alone indicates over 2 

million downloads in total and over 5,000 downloads per week.  Figure 2.1 and figure 2.2 

show the configurations used in launching an attack for TCP and UDP attacks respectively. 

The IP address and port number are the only requirements to launch an attack, with options to 

adjust the speed, set the number of threads used for the attack and the message sent in the 

data section of the packets. 
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Figure 2.1 LOIC TCP attack configuration 

 
Figure 2.2 LOIC UDP attack configuration 

HOIC v2.1: High Orbit Ion Cannon is a DoS tool related to LOIC. It can can be used to 

launch TCP attacks. It has the option of including several targets. It is however unstable when 

a high number of threads are selected, causing the application to crash. It also has options to 

select the power of the attack and include a “booster” script to increase the strength of the 

attack. The port targeted by default is port 80. Figure 2.3 shows the interface of the tool. 
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Figure 2.3 Configuration of HOIC 

XOIC v1.2: XOIC is an open source DoS attack tool written by DLR. It is a simple and 

straightforward tool which only requires the IP address, port and protocol to employ in 

launching the attack. It can perform TCP, UDP and ICMP attacks. Figure 2.4 shows the 

interface of XOIC. Figure 2.5 shows XOIC launching an attack. 

 
Figure 2.4 XOIC interface  
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Figure 2.5 XOIC attack 

DoS Tools By Noé: This tool has a very simple interface and performs UDP attacks. It gives 

the user the option to input the IP address, port number and data to send to the target. It also 

has an option to determine the speed of the attack, with the highest speed being 10 and to set 

the message to be sent in the data section of packets. Figure 2.6 shows the interface and a 

sample configuration used to launch an attack. 

 
Figure 2.6 DoS tools by Noé interface and configuration  
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FHRITP: This simple tool only gives the user the option to input the IP address of the target. 

It attacks the victim at port 80 and can launch only TCP attacks. It produces a very small 

amount of traffic and required multiple instances to be run simultaneously to generate a 

significant amount of traffic. Figure 2.7 shows the interface of the tool. 

 
Figure 2.7 FHRITP DoS tool interface 

Moihack: Moihack DoS tool is a simple TCP and UDP attack tool written in python. The 

user types the IP address, port number, protocol and choice of generating random packets on 

a command line interface. An example command is also given to show the syntax for 

launching an attack for easy reference. Figure 2.8 shows the command interface of the tool. 
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Figure 2.8 Moihack command interface 

Anoncannon v1.06: Anoncannon is another DoS tool based off LOIC. It only performs TCP 

attacks. It is unstable when high number of threads is selected. The only other attack option is 

the message to send in the data section of packets. Figure 2.9 shows the interface of 

Anoncannon with an active attack underway. 

 
Figure 2.9 Anoncannon DoS attack 

ByteDoS v3.2: This simple tool has the option of launching a TCP SYN flood or ICMP flood 

attack, however after tests it was realised the ICMP option functions exactly as the TCP SYN 

option. The tool opens two windows, each giving the option of using 3 threads to launch an 

attack. Figure 2.10 shows the interface of the tool. 
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Figure 2.10 ByteDoS tool 

2.2.2 Studies on Attack Tools 

There are several DoS attack tools available to anyone on the internet. There is however very 

sparse literature focused on characterising these tools, and much less focusing on defending 

attacks from these tools. Most of these studies also focus on obsolete and practically 

forgotten tools (Bhuyan, Kashyap, Bhattacharrya, & Kalita, 2014). 

(Bukac & Matyas, 2015) presented a comparative analysis of features generated by 

standalone DoS attacks tools. They classified traffic features of different attack tools as well 

as presenting the evasion techniques used by the tools. Attacks tools to implement a wide 

variety of DoS attacks were presented. Traffic from these tools were captured with no 

background data to ensure accurate analysis. They analysed traffic burst behaviour, flow 

count, flow parallelism, flow packet count, HTTP requests per flow and HTTP request 

uniform resource identifiers (URI). Future research directions were presented, however a 

solution to defend against the attacks was not proposed. 
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(Mahadev, Kumar, & Kumar, 2016) classified DDoS threats based on anomalous behaviour 

at the application layer. They also presented a summary of information about some DDoS 

tools. Threats were classified according to low rate requests, low rate session and resource 

depletion attacks. Some attacks tools presented Knight, Shaft, Trinity and Trinoo. They went 

further to describe some DoS prevention methods. 

(Behal & Kumar, 2017) characterised and compared popular DDoS traffic generators and 

attacks tools. In their paper, they identified both legitimate and background traffic generators 

as well as attacks tools which have been used to launch DoS attacks. Characteristics of these 

tools were presented and the tools were compared with each other according to the impact to 

the victim (bandwidth or resource depletion), encryption of traffic, attack model, IP spoofing, 

interface of tool among others. They however did not present a method to defend against 

attacks from the attack tools. 

2.3 REVIEW OF DOS DEFENCE MECHANISMS 

Several mechanisms have been proposed to defend against DoS attacks. These mechanisms 

have been met with varying degrees of success. Various techniques have been used in 

designing these mechanisms. Some of the proposed mechanisms are presented here. 

(Cui, 2016) presented a mechanism to defend against attacks in software defined networks 

(SDN). Software Defined Anti-DDoS is able to detect and mitigate DoS and DDoS attacks. 

The proposed model has a detection trigger which periodically checks for attacks and 

launches the detection module when there is a possible attack. The detection module uses the 

Back Propagation Neural Network (Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams, 1986) to classify and 

differentiate between attack and legitimate traffic. The model was implemented with the 

RYU framework (Ryu sdn framework) and evaluated with Mininet (Lantz, Heller, & 

McKeown, 2010) (Mininet: An instant virtual network on your laptop). 
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(Park, 2014) proposed a service-oriented detection mechanism using pseudo states. The 

mechanism uses a bidirectional key hashing algorithm to maintain a pseudo state machine 

and a hashing table. Service procedure states are represented as bit sequences to enable flow 

routers with packet analysis. The system checks the source and destination IP addresses and 

ports as well as the protocol in use for every flow. Traffic destined to a protected server is 

checked if it is attack traffic from the pseudo state machine. (Shon, Kim, Lee, & Moon, 2005) 

and (Tanachaiwiwiat & Hwang, 2003) proposed related schemes but used a principal 

component analysis tool to reduce the number of variables used in traffic analysis. (Lau, 

Rubin, Smith, & Trajkovic, 2000) also proposed a similar scheme but used a support vector 

machine to classify traffic. 

(Yu, Zhou, Guo, & Guo, 2013) proposed a dynamic packet marking scheme based off the 

deterministic packet marking scheme proposed by (Belenky & Ansari, 2003). The scheme is 

designed to trace routers as close to the attack source as possible. Marking identities are 

dynamically given to routers along the path of possible attacks using a marking on demand 

scheme. An attack detector is set up to monitor network flow at each gateway and marks all 

suspicious flows with an identity which is tied to the IP address of the flow. Identities from 

confirmed attack flows are picked out and the IP addresses related to that attack flow are 

identified. (Xiang, Zhou, & Guo, 2009) proposed a related scheme using a flexible marking 

method to vary the length of the marking identity based on the network protocol in use by 

adding the type of service field for marking. 

(Foroushani & Zincir-Heywood, TDFA: Traceback-based Defense against DDoS Flooding 

Attacks, 2013) presented a traceback based defence against flooding attacks. The proposed 

scheme is aimed at filtering attack packets as close to the source as possible, greatly reducing 

the number of packets to be received and processed by the victim. The authors proposed to 
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use existing detection tools residing on the edge network. The deterministic flow marking 

(Foroushani & Zincir-Heywood, IP traceback through (authenticated) deterministic flow 

marking: an empirical evaluation, 2013) method is used by the traceback component. Traffic 

flows are marked with outside interface IP address, the network interface identifier and a 

node identifier. The identifiers of detected attack traffic flows are then used to trace the attack 

as close to the source as possible where attack traffic can then be filtered. (Yaar, Perrig, & 

Song, 2006) (Chen, Shantanu, & Pulak, 2008) proposed similar methods, however they used 

a path fingerprint to mark each packet. 

(Sahi, Lai, Li, & Diykh, 2017) presented a classifier system to detect and prevent TCP 

flooding attacks. The proposed scheme blacklists and drops packets from source IP addresses 

related to attacks. Packets from traffic flows are passed through a classifier to determine if 

they are malicious or legitimate. A packet is tagged to be malicious if its source IP address 

requests more connections to the same destination than the threshold set. The classifiers used 

were the K-nearest, naïve Bayes, least square support vector machine and multilayer 

perceptron (Hameed, Karlik, & Salman, 2016).  

(Zhou, Jia, Wen, Xiang, & Zhou, 2013) presented a defence scheme to defend application 

layer attacks in heavy backbone web traffic. A real-time frequency vector examines entropy 

of traffic to differentiate between attack traffic and flash crowds. The number of HTTP ‘Get’ 

requests are tracked per second. The Kalman filter is used to predict the next amount. A 

deviation between the predicted amount and actual amount beyond the threshold set is 

reported as an abnormal event. Traffic from attack sources are the filtered with a bloom filter 

(Broder & Mitzenmacher, 2002). 

(Wang, Zheng, Lou, & Hou, 2015) presented a defence architecture using software defined 

networks for cloud systems. DaMask, an anomaly-based detection and mitigating system was 
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designed to secure services in cloud systems whilst incurring very little computational 

overhead and also having a low cost of deployment. The authors relied on existing detection 

algorithms in their work. Network virtualisation was used to separate network traffic destined 

for different locations. Upon arrival of a packet, the packet is checked to see whether it 

belongs to an existing flow. If it is not, the flow statistics are updated and the detection model 

is queried. An alert is issued and if the there is no pre-set policy defined for that alert, the 

packet is dropped. 

(Zheng, 2018) presented a real-time attack defence system built using stock software defined 

switches. The mechanism uses adaptive correlation analysis to detect flooding attacks. Traffic 

flows are identified as containing malicious or legitimate using patterns of anomalous flows 

obtained from other switches. Further analysis is done on each path to determine the changes 

in flow statistics on each path if the statistics change rate is consistent with aggregated flows 

noticed on the victim’s link, traffic is tagged as malicious. The system was evaluated with 

Project Floodlight (Project Floodlight) and Caida (Caida). (Kang, Gligor, & Sekar, 2016) 

presented a similar traffic-engineering model which tracks traffic source rate change during 

network link flooding, however the system uses modified switches. 

(de Assis, Hamamoto, Abrão, & Proença, 2017) presented a game theory-based decision 

making model which uses detection from a Holt-Winters for Digital Signature system (de 

Assis, Rodrigues, & Proença, A novel anomaly detection system based on seven-dimensional 

flow analysis, 2013) (de Assis, Rodrigues, & Proença, A seven-dimensional flow analysis to 

help autonomous network management, 2014). The defence mechanism was designed to 

defend attacks targeting the control plane of software defined networks. Seven parallel IP 

flow dimensions are analysed and used to characterise traffic. These seven dimensions are the 

entropy values of the source and destination addresses and ports, packet, bit and flow rates 
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per second. For each analysed dimension, a signature is created. These signatures are then 

compared with existing attack signatures and if similar, traffic is flagged as an attack. 

(Yusof, Ali, & M.Y., 2018) presented a detection algorithm to defend against flooding 

attacks. A packet threshold algorithm in combination with a support vector machine was used 

in their proposal. The algorithm checks the rate of traffic packets to ensure it is below a 

threshold, else the traffic is flagged as an attack. The support vector machine is used to train 

datasets to improve detection accuracy. 

(Wang H. e., 2014) presented a moving target mechanism. The system uses dynamic proxies 

for transmission of network between authenticated clients and servants. Clients are shuffled 

between proxies with addresses known only to authenticated clients in the event of an attack 

by using a greedy algorithm. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3ALGORITHM DESIGN 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Due to the increasing frequency and ease of launching DoS attacks, it is imperative to know 

the nature of traffic generated by these attacks and develop methods to detect such attacks 

early before a lot of harm is caused. This chapter presents the proposed method for detecting 

DoS attacks launched using attack tools. Figure 3.1 shows a flow chart of the steps taken 

from determining the features of the attack traffic to testing the proposed model. 

 
Figure 3.1 Process Flowchart 

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Attack traffic was captured using the setup in figure 3.2. The detection algorithm was tested 

using the setup in figure 3.3. Wireshark Network Analyser was used to capture the attack 

traffic for analysis. Snort Intrusion Detection tool was used to test the proposed algorithm. 
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The attacking machine was running Microsoft Windows® 10 with 8GB of RAM and a 2nd 

Generation Intel® Core I5 processor running at 2.5GHz with 4 cores. The victim machine 

was a virtual machine running Linux Ubuntu 19 with 2GB of RAM and a processor running 

at 2.5GHz with 2 cores. 

 
Figure 3.2 Attack traffic capture setup 

 
Figure 3.3 Algorithm test setup 

3.3 ATTACK LAUNCH 

The network between the attacker and victim was setup such that there will be no interference 

from any external source. Any interference from an external device sending data across the 

network channel would have resulted in an inaccurate representation of attack captured. 

DoS attack tools used in this research are LOIC v1.0.8, HOIC v2.1, XOIC v1.2, DoS Tools 

By Noé, FHRITP, Moihack, Anoncannon v1.06 and ByteDoS v3.2. These tools were chosen 

due to their ease of access on the internet as well as their ease of use in launching a DoS 
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attack. The tools can be easily downloaded over the internet and are relatively easy to use, 

assuming the target machine is known. Some of the tools could also be used to launch more 

than one type of attack. After the selection, it was realised that seven out of eight of the tools 

could be used to launch TCP flooding attacks, four could be used to launch UDP flooding 

attacks and only one could be used to launch an ICMP flooding attack. For each type of DoS 

attack considered for this research, tools used are listed below: 

1. TCP flooding attack: Anoncannon, ByteDos, FHRITP, HOIC, XOIC, Moihack and 

LOIC 

2. UDP flooding attack: Dos Tools by Noé, LOIC, Moihack and XOIC 

3. ICMP flooding attack: XOIC 

Table 3.1 is a summary of the configurations used in each tool. The protocol used for the 

attack, the port targeted and number of threads used (for tools which gave the option) is 

listed. Other configurations specific to each tool are also listed. 

Table 3.1 Summary of configurations 

DoS Tool Protocol Port No. of threads 

(simultaneous 

connections) 

Other 

LOIC TCP, UDP 80 1000 Fastest speed 

HOIC TCP 80 200 High Power 

XOIC TCP, UDP, ICMP 80   

DoS tools by Noé UDP 80  Speed x10 

FHRITP TCP 80   

Moihack TCP, UDP 80  Random Packet 

Creation On 

Anoncannon TCP 80 100  

ByteDoS TCP 80 6  
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3.4 TRAFFIC CAPTURE 

Attack traffic was captured using Wireshark Network Analyser. Benign traffic was also 

captured by browsing several web pages to mimic normal use of network. Traffic was 

captured for approximately sixty seconds. The Dumpcap file generated by Wireshark was 

saved for analysis. 

3.5 TRAFFIC FEATURES IDENTIFICATION 

For each captured attack, the rate of traffic in bytes per second and packets per second as well 

as the average packet size were taken. Graphs of the rates over sixty seconds were also taken. 

Traffic rates are one of the key identifiers of DoS attacks. Most attacks generate and transmit 

a huge number of packets and or large volume of traffic within a short time aimed at the 

victim. High packet or byte rates could therefore indicate the presence of an attack. Another 

indicator for TCP connections is the number of three-way handshakes observed. Most TCP-

based DoS attacks tend to set up numerous connections simultaneously to the victim within a 

short time. The higher the number of open connections, the more resources the victim uses to 

ensure these connections are kept open, waiting for data, before the connection is closed. 

3.6 TRAFFIC PACKETS INSPECTION 

Traffic packets captured from attack traffic were inspected to determine the type and form of 

packets they are. Pattern recognition was employed to aid in packet inspection to determine 

the patterns used in attack traffic. For TCP traffic, a three-way handshake (syn, syn-ack, ack) 

is generally expected for establishing a connection, followed by the payload. The number of 

packets with the syn flag set gives an idea of the number of connections requested by an IP 

address. ICMP packets have a type field and code field. The type and code field combination 

determine the type of control message being sent. 
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3.7 ATTACK TRAFFIC VS BENIGN TRAFFIC 

Attack traffic was differentiated from benign traffic using the traffic features and patterns 

observed from traffic packets. The differences in traffic features and patterns between 

expected traffic and attack traffic is a very important guide when developing DoS defence 

mechanisms. Without knowledge of these differences, a defence mechanism may report a lot 

of false positives or negatives. 

3.8 TRAFFIC FEATURES AND TYPES OF PACKET 

For every attack tool studied, certain features were gathered. Packet rates, byte rates and 

packet sizes can give an indication of whether traffic is benign or not. Traffic packet rate is 

the number of packets sent over the network channel with time. Byte rate is the volume of 

data sent over channel with time. Traffic containing similar sized packets will produce a 

similar pattern in packet rate and byte rate. This is a key indicator for TCP attacks requesting 

connections and closing them after connection is given without sending any data. The 

difference in packet rate and byte rate patterns and values can also indicate the nature of the 

DoS attack. Attacks with a high byte rate to packet rate ratio indicates the transfer of larger 

packet sizes, meaning a lot of bogus data is being transmitted. A low byte rate to packet rate 

ratio means smaller packet sizes are being sent, with the focus on transmitting a large number 

of packets with very little or no data. Packets without data normally have a size of 60 bytes or 

less, therefore a byte to packet rate ratio close to 60 indicates little or no data is being sent. 

The types of packets sent and their contents also provide an idea of what could be or not be 

attack traffic. The features of traffic captured and analysed are described below. 

3.8.1 TCP Traffic 

Figure 3.4 shows a sample of benign traffic byte rate captured from browsing several pages 

on the internet. Figure 3.5 shows the syn packet rate to total packet rate and figure 3.6 shows 
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the push-ack packet rate to total packet rate. For this setup, this amount and behaviour of 

traffic can be described as expected traffic to our network. Traffic was captured for 

approximately five minutes to capture a wider time window of normal behaviour. 

 
Figure 3.4 Benign TCP Byte rate 

The byte rate indicates the amount of data in bytes sent over the channel. This translates into 

the bandwidth of the network channel being used. The highest recorded data rate was about 

220kB/s. Traffic rate was below 10kB/s for majority of the time. The recorded average byte 

rate was 8,116B/s (8kB/s). 
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Figure 3.5 Benign TCP packet and Syn rate 

The packet rate indicates the rate at which traffic packets are sent across the network channel. 

The higher the number of packets, the more time it takes to process packets. For syn packets, 

a high number per second indicates a high number of connection requests from the source. 

Benign traffic usually contains few syn packets per second, however, attack traffic usually 

contains numerous syn packets per second. This is to exploit the nature of the TCP protocol 

in which a connection established is left opened for a while before being closed either by the 

source or the destination when there is no activity over that connection. A high number of 

connection requests can also be observed by the number of ports used by a single source to 

request connections within a short period.  

The average packet rate for the benign traffic captured as seen in figure 3.5 was 25 packets 

per second with the peak at 232 packets per second. The number of syn packets recorded over 

the entire five-minute period was also less than 300, approximately 1 per second. 

Figure 3.6 was included due to the nature of TCP traffic produced by LOIC tool. The figure 

shows the rate of Push-Ack packets compared with total packets sent over the network. Push-

Ack packets indicate payload data is being sent over the channel. TCP flooding DoS attacks 
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are generally expected to request more connections than send actual payload data to exploit 

the three-way handshake. Push-Ack packets are expected to be the majority of packets in a 

TCP connection, indicating actual payload data is being sent as seen in figure 3.6. 

 
Figure 3.6 Benign TCP packet and push-ack rate 

3.8.1.1 Anoncannon 

Figure 3.7 shows the traffic byte rate of Anoncannon tool. The distribution of bandwidth 

usage is uneven with no bandwidth used at certain times. The average byte rate recorded 

however was 188kB/s, over 20 times that of benign traffic captured. 
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Figure 3.7 Anoncannon Byte rate 

Packet rate of Anoncannon tool as seen in figure 3.8 was irregular with random spikes and 

periods of inactivity. Syn packet rate was relatively high, with 106 syn requests recorded in 

the first second. Syn packet rate increased to as high as close to 2000 syn packets per second. 

 
Figure 3.8 Anoncannon packet and Syn rate 

3.8.1.2 ByteDoS 

Figure 3.9 shows the traffic byte rate of ByteDoS tool. Bandwidth use rose steadily to about 

20kB/s and hovered around the same rate with slight increases and decreases. The average 

byte rate recorded was 19kB/s, which was relatively low compared to other attack tools. 
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Figure 3.9 ByteDoS Byte rate 

Packet rate of ByteDoS tool as seen in figure 3.10 was relatively stable with very few 

deviations. Syn packet rate was also relatively stable, with an average of close to 60 syn per 

minute.  

 
Figure 3.10 ByteDoS packet and Syn rate  
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3.8.1.3 FHRITP 

Of the TCP attacks tools studied, FHRITP produced the least traffic even after multiple 

instances of it were run. Traffic was generated at an average of 8kB/s, similar to benign 

traffic. Regular peaks were produced. It was however noticed that the tool did not always 

produce traffic when run. Figure 3.11 shows the byte rate of the tool. 

 
Figure 3.11 FHRITP Byte rate 

Packet rate of FHRITP tool as seen in figure 3.12 was fairly constant. An average of 137 

packets per second was recorded. Syn packet rate was also constant at 67 packets per second. 
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Figure 3.12 FHRITP packet and Syn rate 

3.8.1.4 HOIC 

HOIC DoS attack tool produced a constant rate of traffic for about 46 seconds before 

decreasing and increasing sharply. This was as a result of the tool crashing around the forty 

sixth second. Figure 3.13 shows the traffic byte rate of HOIC tool. The average byte rate 

recorded was 4.8MB/s. 

 
Figure 3.13 HOIC Byte rate  
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Total packet rate of HOIC tool was constant with the sharp decrease and increase at the end. 

Syn packet rate was also constant.  An average of 137 packets per second was recorded. Syn 

packet rate was also constant at 67 packets per second. Figure 3.14 shows the total packet and 

syn packet rate.  

 
Figure 3.14 HOIC packet and Syn rate 

3.8.1.5 XOIC TCP 

XOIC DoS attack tool produced traffic largely at a rate between 300kB/s and 380kB/s and 

5000-6000 packets per second. The pattern of traffic generation however was random. Syn 

packets were also generated at a high and fairly constant rate, mostly hovering around 1000 

packets per second. Figure 3.15 shows the traffic byte rate of XOIC tool. The average byte 

rate recorded was 333kB/s. Total packet rate and syn packet rate is shown in figure 3.16. The 

average packet rate recorded in the study was 5469 packets per second. 
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Figure 3.15 XOIC TCP Byte rate 

 
Figure 3.16 XOIC TCP packet and Syn rate 

3.8.1.6 Moihack TCP 

The Moihack tool produced traffic with no regular pattern, with very significant traffic rate 

changes at three points. The average byte rate recorded was 2.8MB/s and the average packet 

rate was 7931 packets per second. Syn packet rate was also high, averaging about 1000 syn 

packets per second. Figure 3.17 shows the traffic byte rate of Moihack tool and total packet 

rate and syn packet rate is shown in figure 3.18. 
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Figure 3.17 Moihack TCP Byte rate 

 
Figure 3.18 Moihack TCP packet and Syn rate 

3.8.1.7 LOIC TCP 

The LOIC DoS attack tool produced traffic with several spikes. A very large amount of data 

was transmitted over a short period of time as well. Due to this, traffic was captured for 30 

seconds. It was noted that even though the packet rate was very high, averaging 11,829 

packets per second over 30 seconds, the syn packet rate was extremely low, with only 32 syn 

packets sent to the victim. This indicated the tool was focused on sending out large volumes 

of data over few connections rather than opening connections and closing them without 
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sending data or sending very little data. The Push-Ack packet rate was therefore included to 

compare the total packets sent with the number of data packets sent. Figure 3.21 shows the 

total packet rate and push-ack packet rate. The traffic byte rate is shown in figure 3.19. The 

average byte rate recorded was 10MB/s. Total packet rate and syn packet rate is shown in 

figure 3.20. 

 
Figure 3.19 LOIC TCP Byte rate 

 
Figure 3.20 LOIC TCP packet and Syn rate  
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Figure 3.21 LOIC TCP packet and push-ack rate 

3.8.2 UDP Traffic 

Figure 3.22 shows a sample of benign UDP traffic byte rate captured from browsing several 

pages on the internet. Figure 3.23 shows the packet rate. Traffic was captured for 

approximately five minutes. The benign packet rate was recorded at an average of 42 packets 

per second and byte rate had an average of 516B/s. 

 
Figure 3.22 Benign UDP Byte rate  
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Figure 3.23 Benign UDP packet rate 

3.8.2.1 LOIC UDP 

The LOIC tool sent packets at a very high rate, averaging 33,221 packets per second. Byte 

was also high at an average of 2.4MB/s. Traffic byte rate remained above 1MB/s for most of 

the period, dropping below that only once throughout the capture period. Figure 3.24 shows 

the byte rate and figure 3.25 shows the packet rate. 

 
Figure 3.24 LOIC UDP Byte rate 
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Figure 3.25 LOIC UDP packet rate 

3.8.2.2 DoS tools by Noe 

This tool produced traffic packets at a very low rate, lower than benign traffic. 10 packets per 

second at 600B/s was generally the baseline, rising and falling back almost immediately 

throughout the entire capture period. Average packet rate and byte rate recorded was 13 

packets per second and 876B/s respectively. Figure 3.26 shows the byte rate and figure 3.27 

shows the packet rate. 

 
Figure 3.26 DoS Tools by Noe UDP Byte rate  
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Figure 3.27 DoS tools by Noe UDP packet rate 

3.8.2.3 Moihack UDP 

The Moihack tool generated some huge sized packets which had to be fragmented. Packet 

fragmentation is used by some DoS attacks to force the victim to use resources when 

reassembling packets. The Moihack tool fragmented its packets into two or three during the 

capture period. Average traffic rates were recorded at 3.6MB/s and 3,093 packets per second. 

Figure 3.28 shows the byte rate and figure 3.29 shows the packet rate. 

 
Figure 3.28 Moihack UDP Byte rate  
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Figure 3.29 Moihack UDP packet rate 

3.8.2.4 XOIC UDP 

The XOIC tool rose above 4000 packets per second and 240kB/s and stayed there for the 

entire capture period, dropping below that and rising immediately just once. Average byte 

rate was recorded at 267kB/s and packet rate at 4451 packets per second. Figure 3.30 shows 

the byte rate and figure 3.31 shows the packet rate. 

 
Figure 3.30 XOIC UDP Byte rate  
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Figure 3.31 XOIC UDP packet rate 

3.8.3 ICMP Traffic 

Figure 3.32 shows a sample of benign ICMP traffic byte rate captured during a ping session. 

Figure 3.33 shows the packet rate. Traffic was captured for approximately four and a half 

minutes. The benign packet rate was recorded at an average of 1563 packets per second and 

byte rate recorded an average of 79kB/s. 

 
Figure 3.32 Benign ICMP Byte rate  
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Figure 3.33 Benign ICMP packet rate 

3.8.3.1 XOIC ICMP 

The XOIC tool generated packets at an average rate of 4,655 packets per second and an 

average byte rate of 237kB/s. For most part of the capture period, traffic was above 210kB/s 

and 4200 packets per second with only one noticeably sharp drop, which normalised almost 

immediately. Figure 3.34 shows the byte rate and figure 3.35 shows the packet rate of the 

XOIC DoS tool. 

 
Figure 3.34 XOIC ICMP Byte rate  
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Figure 3.35 XOIC ICMP Packet rate 

Table 3.2 is a summary of the attack characteristics realised. 

Table 3.2 Summary of attack characteristics 

Attack tool Avg. 

packet rate 

Avg. 

Byte rate 

Avg. 

Packet size 

(Byte) 

Comments 

Anoncannon TCP 1700.2 188k 111 Connection request rate 

unpredictable. 

Sends one instance of message 

string several times per 

connection granted 

ByteDoS TCP 315.9 19k 61 Requests for connections and 

closes without sending any 

data 

FHRITP TCP 136.9 8,282 60 Requests for connections and 

closes without sending any 

data 

HOIC TCP 1703.1 307k 180 Open connections and 

requests default Apache web 

page 

Sends no data 
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XOIC TCP 5469.2 333k 61 Requests for connections and 

closes without sending any 

data 

LOIC TCP 11,829.9 10M 914 Requests very few 

connections 

Sends large number of packets 

with message repeated in 

packets a random number of 

times per connection granted 

Moihack TCP 7931 2,889k 364 Sends multiple packets with 

symbols, characters and 

numbers. 

DoS tools by Noe 

UDP 

13.5 876 65 Sends one instance of the 

message input by the user per 

packet 

Uses several transmission 

channels to flood victim 

LOIC UDP 33,221.4 2,458k 74 Uses very few transmission 

channels to flood victim 

Sends one instance of the 

message in payload data 

XOIC UDP 4450.9 267k 60 Uses several transmission 

channels to flood victim Sends 

one instance of the message in 

payload data 

Moihack UDP 3,093.4 3,612k 1168 Sends sized randomly sized 

large packets which are 

fragmented 

Uses several transmission 

channels to flood victim 

XOIC ICMP 4654.9 237k 51 Sends ICMP echo requests 

(pings) 
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3.9 PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

After analysing the attack traffic and determining the differences between attack traffic and 

benign traffic, a signature-based detection algorithm based on support-vector machine (SVM) 

classifier to detect attack traffic from the tools used in the research was proposed. SVM is a 

supervised data mining technique which uses traffic features to classify traffic as attack or 

benign. SVM is known to have high accuracy and low false positive rates, which are desired 

of a good detection scheme. This is possible because previously studied traffic features are 

used to develop a pattern for matching new traffic. The algorithm encompassed detection of 

TCP, UDP and ICMP attacks launched by the studied DoS tools and is presented in the next 

chapter. 

3.9.1 Algorithm 

Based on the differences noticed between the attack traffic and benign traffic, an algorithm 

was proposed. The algorithm incorporates detection for TCP, UDP and ICMP DoS attacks. 

The algorithm begins by monitoring the network channel for activity. If there is activity, the 

protocol of traffic is checked. Depending on the protocol of traffic detected, the portion of the 

algorithm for that protocol is run. Figure 3.36 shows the detection algorithm for ICMP traffic. 
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Figure 3.36 ICMP attack detection algorithm 

For ICMP traffic, the ICMP type field and code values are checked as well as the fragment 

bit in the IP header. The type field value of 8 and code value of 0 indicate an ICMP echo 

request. The fragment bit is checked to ensure it is set to Don’t fragment, a characteristic of 

the XOIC ICMP tool. This is to ensure traffic matches exactly what is intended to be 

detected, to prevent processing of packets which may have some of these characteristics. If 

the conditions of the checks are met, the source IP address is checked and monitored for the 

number of packets it will send within the period T seconds. If the number of packets exceed 

the threshold number of packets expected within the time frame, an alert is given of an attack. 

The flow chart of the process is shown in figure 3.37. 
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Figure 3.37 Flow chart of ICMP attack detection algorithm 

For UDP traffic, the port number is checked to ensure it is an ephemeral port. The fragment 

bit in the IP header is then checked. If the More fragments bit is set, it is further checked to 

see if it is the first fragment, which has a fragment offset set to 0. This is to ensure only the 

first packet in a series of fragmented packets is counted. If the More fragments and fragment 

offset is passed, the process moves to check the IP address of the source and monitors for the 

number of fragmented packets with offset set to 0 it sends within the period T seconds. If the 

More fragments condition fails, the process moves straight to check the IP address of the 

source and monitors for the number of packets it sends within the period T seconds. If the 

number of packets exceed the threshold number of packets expected within the time frame, 
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an alert is given of an attack. The algorithm is shown in figure 3.38 and the flow chart of the 

process is shown in figure 3.39. 

 
Figure 3.38 UDP attack detection algorithm 
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Figure 3.39 Flow chart of UDP attack detection algorithm 

For TCP traffic, the port number is checked to ensure it is an ephemeral port. The fragment 

bit in the IP header is then checked and the TCP flags are checked. If the fragment bit is set to 

Don’t fragment and the TCP flags is set to Syn or Push-Ack, the IP address of the source is 

checked and monitored for the number of packets it sends within the period T seconds. If the 

number of packets exceed the threshold number of packets expected within the time frame, 

an alert is given of an attack. The algorithm is shown in figure 3.40 and the flow chart of the 

process is shown in figure 3.41. 
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Figure 3.40 TCP attack detection algorithm 

 
Figure 3.41 Flow chart of TCP attack detection algorithm 
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3.10 TESTING 

The algorithm was tested using Snort® IDS. Snort is an open source network intrusion 

detection system that performs real-time traffic analysis. The software uses rules created by 

the user to define anomalous traffic. The results of the test are presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, the results of testing and evaluating the algorithm are presented and discussed. 

The results of the detection scheme are also compared with existing DoS detection schemes. 

4.2 DISCUSSION OF ATTACK FEATURES 

After analysing traffic generated by the attack tools, it was realised that DoS attack traffic are 

increasingly becoming similar to benign traffic in terms of packet structure. The differences 

between TCP attack and benign traffic mostly was the number of connection requests. Attack 

traffic generally used several ports to request connections simultaneously. Normal TCP 

operations requests just one or very few connections for data transfer. Benign traffic captured 

had several but few connection requests, however, even those connection requests involved 

different IP addresses. LOIC TCP tool on the other hand was the only tool to request few 

connections. It focused on sending a lot of data over the few connections established to 

mimic benign traffic, making it nearly impossible to detect with the number of requests. The 

difference in volume of data transmitted was therefore used in detection. All the tools had a 

quite steady connection request rate except for the Anoncannon tool. This tool had a random 

connection request rate, requesting packets without any pattern. LOIC TCP had the highest 

bandwidth consumption at 10MB/s. All tools had the “Don’t fragment” bit set in their 

packets; however, some benign packets were also noticed to have this bit set as well. All 

ports used by the attack tools were ephemeral ports. 

UDP attack traffic had no significant packet difference compared with the benign packets. 

The difference was in the rate of packets being sent and number of ports used in sending the 

packets, which was a lot compared to benign traffic, indicating the number of transmission 
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channels used in flooding the victim. The LOIC UDP tool however, used very few ports, just 

like with its TCP attack. It was also noticed that the UDP tools focused on sending smaller 

sized packets. 

The XOIC ICMP tool sent many ICMP echo requests, more than what is sent in a normal 

ping session. The Don’t fragment bit was also set, same as that of benign traffic.  

4.3 EVALUATION 

Snort IDS was used to test the algorithm. The detection rules written based on the algorithm 

were implemented and tested five times for each DoS attack to have a good idea of how fast 

detection of an attack was. The detection times are shown in figure 4.39. Benign traffic was 

also tested to determine false positive occurrences. The time (T) was set at 60 seconds. For 

ICMP traffic, the threshold number of packets was set at 6,000 packets. For UDP traffic, the 

threshold was set at 60, 000 packets for unfragmented traffic and 20,000 packets for 

fragmented traffic. For TCP traffic, the threshold for Syn packets was set at 600 packets and 

30,000 for Push-ack packets. The thresholds were chosen to incorporate worst-case scenarios 

whilst using the victim machine for network access. After the first three tests, the final two 

tests were done using thresholds reduced to half the initial values to reduce the detection 

times and test for false positives. The detection method was compared with other detection 

methods proposed in literature. 

4.4 DISCUSSION OF TESTS 

The detection times during the runtimes of the algorithm and attack tools is shown in figure 

4.1. Early detection of DoS attacks ensures they are stopped before causing a lot of damage. 
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Of the seven TCP attacks tested, five were consistently detected under five seconds. 

 

Figure 4.1 Attack detection times 

ByteDoS and FHRITP tools had high detection times due to the low rate of traffic produced 

by these tools. The highest recorded TCP attack detection time was 28.9 seconds with the 

FHRITP tool. This was most likely as a result of the tool not producing traffic for some 

periods of time after it was launched. This bug was encountered several times when testing 

this tool. 

The LOIC UDP was detected consistently under five seconds. However, the Moihack and 

XOIC attacks were detected between ten and twenty seconds for most of the period. This was 

due to the huge difference in attack packets sent by the LOIC tool and the other tools for 

UDP attacks. DoS tools by Noe was never detected during the attack due to the very low rate 

at which it sends packets and therefore will not be capable of launching a disruptive DoS 

attack alone. 
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The ICMP attack was also detected under five seconds. The benign ICMP traffic was also 

detected around the around seven seconds. Pinging sessions are used to determine if a server 

or machine has connection to the network. Since it carries no important message, dropping 

even benign ping packets after a period helps prevent unnecessary use of network bandwidth. 

Due to this, ICMP traffic was not included in finding the false positive rates. 

False positive rates were compared with the   model proposed by (Yusof, Ali, & M.Y., 2018), 

Efficient Data Adapted Decision tree (EDADT) proposed by (Nadiammai & Hemalatha, 

2013), Lightweight detection algorithm proposed by (Li, Yang, Li, & Yang, 2015), Modified 

K-means proposed by (Pramana, Purwanto, & Suratman, 2015) and a logistic regression 

model proposed by (Yadav & Selvakumar, 2015). The false positive rate for the proposed 

model was 0, outperforming the algorithms it was compared with, as shown in figure 4.2. 

 
Figure 4.2 False positive rates 

New snort rules proposed by (Mehdi, 2017) was included in the detection accuracy 

comparison. The detection accuracy however was realised to be 92%, outperforming the 
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model proposed by (Mehdi, 2017), and a little lower than most of the other algorithms as seen 

in figure 4.3. This was due to the inability of the algorithm to detect the very low rate attack 

by the Noe DoS tool. The proposed model performed well in detecting attacks from the other 

tools. 

 
Figure 4.3 Detection Accuracy 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5CONCLUSION 

Denial of Service (DoS) attacks are on the rise in terms of number and size. These attacks can 

last for hours or even days, rendering the network unusable and causing financial losses. For 

an organisation which renders network-based services, this could be a bane to their 

operations. Aside the loss of revenue, there could be a loss of reputation and consumers, in 

the case of e-commerce organisations to other competing groups. 

The availability of easily accessible DoS tools has made even the most unskilled attacker 

capable of launching a DoS attack. This has caused an increase in the frequency of attacks. 

Several DoS defence schemes have been proposed in literature; however, no proposed 

defence scheme alone can defend against all DoS attacks. There has also been no defence 

scheme targeted at easily accessible DoS tools. There was therefore the need to propose a 

defence scheme to combat attacks launched using these tools. 

This study therefore sought to analyse traffic generated from these DoS attack tools and 

propose a detection scheme to detect attacks launched by these tools. For this study, tools 

which could launch TCP, UDP or ICMP flooding attacks were considered. In total, eight 

tools were used as part of the study. Seven of the tools could be used to launch TCP attacks, 

four could be used for UDP attacks and only one for ICMP attacks. The experimental setup 

included a virtual machine as the target machine for the attacks, the host machine as the 

attacker, Wireshark Network Analyser for traffic analysis and Snort IDS to test the proposed 

algorithm. The algorithm for attack detection was designed based on the disparities between 

benign traffic and traffic generated by the attack tools. The proposed scheme was tested and 

had a high detection accuracy, low false positive rate and fast detection time. The results of 

the tests were compared with existing DoS defence mechanisms.   
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5.1 RECOMMENDATIONS 

One of the key challenges with DoS defence mechanisms is their generic nature. Most DoS 

defences are designed for generic use against DoS attacks and therefore do not target specific 

attacks, especially modern attacks, thereby reducing their accuracy. DoS defences should 

therefore be aimed at specific attacks to increase their accuracy in defending against those 

attacks. 

Another challenge is the datasets used in testing the defence mechanisms. Most defences are 

tested with old datasets like the KDD Cup 99 dataset and DARPA datasets (Bukac & Matyas, 

2015). These datasets are old and may not reflect the current situation with DoS attacks. New 

datasets must therefore be generated to ensure DoS defences are tested with current attack 

data. 

5.2 FUTURE WORK 

In the future, more DoS attack types will be analysed with defence mechanisms designed to 

combat them as well. 

DDoS attacks will also be considered for future studies. Being able to defend against DoS 

attacks helps with guidance when designing defence mechanisms against DDoS attacks. 

Anomaly-based detection methods will be combined with this signature-based method to 

provide a way of detecting attacks from tools not in the open yet, especially tools which will 

be based off some of the tools included in this study. 
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